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1. Abstract

`
I thought if in‐vehicle interaction were as easy and spontaneous
as our language, it would ensure safe driving. Through this research, I
found drivers preferred gestural language to voice language when the
control was simple and repetitive. This study investigates gestural
interaction of secondary in‐vehicle tasks while driving. I researched
functions that were most distractive to drivers and applied those to my
new interaction. According to Paul Green, the most distractive
in‐vehicle interaction was audio and climate controls. Based on this
research, I then applied audio and climate controls gestures as input for
the interactions.

The best eyes and hands position while driving was

“Eyes on the road and Hands on the wheel.” I installed two touch pads
on the wheel to recognize gestures because it satisfied the “Hands on
the wheel” gesture. The best interaction state of in‐vehicle tasks was
manual only state such as control of wipers and blinkers. This new
interaction did not require any visual loads once drivers became
accustomed to the gestures.
“Manual only acheives the lowest drivers’ distractions; therefore,
the ultimate goal of guestural interaction will be aim for manual only
task classification”.“Interacting with the car” in IEE Computing &
Engineering, by Pickering, Carl A, Feb/Mar2005, Vol. 16 Issue 1,P33
This means the drivers’ eyes could look at the road without any
visual disturbances while driving. My new gestural interaction of
7

secondary in‐vehicle tasks while driving does not have any small and
grouped buttons, which make drivers’ distractions. It does, however,
have nineteen functions comparing other steering wheels, which have
an average of 11.62 buttons and 13.86 functions; reference Figure 51.
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2. Introduction

Currently, the features of automobiles are often digitalized,
such as digital audio systems, GPS, air conditioners, etc. During driving,
it is often difficult for drivers to operate these functions; at times, it
even threatens safe driving. Using these features during driving
requires a heavy visual load and a free hand to manipulate controls.
Pickering, Carl A (“Interacting with the car” in IEE Computing &
Engineering, by Pickering, Carl A, Feb/Mar2005, Vol. 16 Issue 1, P26)
states that an average glance time to control a radio is 1.2 seconds.
Meanwhile, a car travels over 50ft at 30mph in this time frame. Drivers
can stay in their own lane on the road with ambient vision while using
functions on dashboards. However, Summala, Lamble, and Laakso
(1998) showed that “ambient vision did not effectively support the
important driving task of hazard detection.”.
In the author’s study, drivers were asked to detect and
brake in response to the slowing of a lead vehicle. Response times rose
significantly with increased eccentric viewing by up to 2.9 seconds,
suggesting that timely hazard detection required some degree of “focal
visual resources”. According to General Motors, “Driver distraction
contributes to twenty five percent of crashes.” The safest way to drive is
by avoiding visual distraction as much as possible. In addition, hands
are another major feature when driving. A driver’s hands manipulate a
steering wheel, a gearshift, signals, and wipers. The best hand position
9

for safe driving is on the steering wheel in case of sudden accidents and
sharp turns.
Due to the above‐mentioned reasons, we need another
intuitive and spontaneous mode of automobile interactions, where
hands can be on the steering wheel and eyes on the road. If an
automobile interaction uses familiar and spontaneous communication,
then users can interact more intuitively with it. The easiest modes of
our communications are our daily language. Real‐world interactions
such as languages allow users to apply their natural interaction,
increasing efficiency and accuracy, while reducing training time.
Humans use verbal and gestural language when communicating with
each other. Speech recognition, such as Microsoft’s Sync system in new
Ford automobiles has recently been introduced to consumers. Speech
recognition has limitations. For instance, it is vulnerable to noises,
dialects, and individual voice differences. Moreover, it recognizes only
specific words preprogrammed into the system. Thus, gestural
languages may be alternative modes of automobile communications.
Even though gestures are in daily life, these are not as clear as verbal
languages.
In this thesis, I will study the application of gestural
vocabularies to in‐vehicle tasks. I will investigate how people perceive
certain gestures, most commonly used gestures, along with their
10

meaning. I will then apply this gestural knowledge to consumer
controls in an automobile. I will focus on interactions occurring during
driving. This type of interaction will reduce the need for the driver to
take his or her hands off the steering wheel to operate functions on the
dashboard. Ultimately, my studies of gestural interactions in
automobiles will promote safe driving.
I will be studying the hierarchy of a dashboard then will be
applying my new interface to the most used functions. These
interactions will not be for every function. If gestural interaction is
applied to every function and step, then the interaction will be a
significant source of errors, confusion, unnecessary restrictions and
complexity. Eventually, it would be another interaction disaster.
A good example for this case is ‘BMW iDrive’ by Richard K.
Gilbert at the University of Pittsburg. His research revealed that drivers
feel iDrive in the 5 Series easier and more intuitive than that found in
the 7 Series because the 5 Series had four menu buttons while the 7
Series had eight menu buttons. The reduced number of menu buttons
reduced mental load.
Another good example is “Smart Home” in “The Design of
Everyday Things” by Donald A. Norman. “Imagine all of our electric
appliances connected together via an intelligent information bus. Can
you imagine what it would take to control these devices? The smart
11

home can have great potential in a positive way, but it also boggles user
to operate the whole complexities”. The new interface must clearly
convey its purpose. This new design minimizes the load of operation on
dashboards interrupting safe driving. It helps users to interact with an
automobile more easily and safely.

12

3. Problem Statement

Current automobile interfaces can be very confusing.
Current automobiles are adding too many functions. According to
Richard K. Gilbert, the BMW 7 series has over seven hundred functions.
Many controls are small in groups and even invisible. This makes
drivers confused and occasionally threatens our safety. While driving,
every day we control an audio device and an air conditioner, but
sometimes this distracts us from driving safely. Controlling automobile
devices should be easier and more intuitive. Furthermore, even though
we use these devices every day, occasionally we become confused,
making a mistake and losing track of controls memorized in the past.
When designing an interface of an automobile, familiar
modes of communication are very important for effective interactions;
both input and output. If an automobile interface uses gestures most
users are familiar with, then users can interact more intuitively with it.
For instance, we know thumbs up means “good or excellent” without a
word. Similar to this, if designers use gestures in an interaction of input,
it reduces visual and cognitive load threatening safe driving.
Eventually, it reduces the load of operation and learning. Thus, it
promotes safe driving. Additionally, gestures may be alternative modes
of communication.
Even though gestures are used in daily life, these are not as
clear as verbal languages used in voice recognition systems. However,
13

voice recognition control has disadvantages such as variable
sensitivities to noise, dialects, and individual differences. It recognizes
only the words preprogrammed into the system. For these reasons,
gestural interaction could be the best interface for in‐vehicle tasks.
In this thesis, I will study the functions that distract drivers
the most and that threaten safe driving. Then, I will study gestural
vocabularies for the most important functions in an automobile. I will
investigate how people perceive certain gestures, most commonly used
gestures, along with the meaning of each gesture. I will then apply this
gestural knowledge to the controls in an automobile. I will focus on
interactions occurring during driving. I will not apply this novel
interaction to mobile phone calls and GPS navigation because these
functions need a lot of cognitive load regardless of the simplicity of the
interface. Use of these functions during driving would be extremely
dangerous.

14

4. In-Vehicle Task
and Drivers’
Distraction Study

Features in the Interior of the Automobile
There are too many convenient features in automobiles.
Further, every car has different kinds and numbers of convenient
features. For these reasons, I investigated the kinds of features
currently available in the interior of automobiles. I chose to investigate
the ’09 Honda Accord,
’08 Toyota Camry, and ’08 BMW 5, 7 Series. Honda Accord and Toyota
Camry are the most popular American family sedans while the BMW 5,
7 Series are luxury sedans, with plenty of new, cutting‐edge technology.
On the steering wheel there are options for changing the radio, CD
selection, volume, optional voice control (Voice activation button must
be pressed before each use), radio station selection, audio selection,
navigation system destination, Bluetooth‐compatible telephone entry,
active cruise control system, and paddle shifter. Audio systems contain
a radio, CD, Mp3 player; surround sound and auxiliary input port for
I‐Pod and USB. In addition, there are three kinds of radio: HD radio,
SIRIUS satellite radio, and AM/FM radio. Climate control on the center
console has air distribution control: left and right, temperature control,
defrost window, air‐flow direction, heated steering wheel, and heated
seat. Interior seating functions has auto tilt and away for entry and exit,
20‐way power multi control front seat, four‐way lumbar seat, ventilated
seat, and active driver seat; imperceptible movement of seat for driver’s
15

spine and muscles. There are automatic side mirror and tilt control,
power windows, sun visor with illuminated mirror, cup holder, and
DVD navigation system for comfort and convenience. On the instrument
panel, there are a speedometer, tachometer, trip odometer, fuel gage,
cruise control display, directional arrows, exterior temperature display,
tire pressure monitor, and state‐of‐the‐art gearshift. In addition, the
BMW has a head up display as another kind of instrument, which shows
speed, control data, and directional arrows from navigation on the
window shield. Ambient light automatically changes the brightness of
instrument panel and display. There are stand‐alone equipments such
like sunglasses holder, map lights, 12‐volt power outlet, sunshades,
moon roof: open, slide and tilt up, and door and window lock. As safety
features, park distance control, SOS emergency button, a lane‐departure
warning feature, a, vibrating steering wheel, and an automatic dimming
rear view are also included. Clearly, there are too many functions for
drivers to operate while driving. For this reason, I have investigated
which functions cause the most distraction to drivers and which may
lead to car accidents.
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Figure 1: Features in Interior of
the Automobile Source from
`Broachers of 08 BMW 5, 7
Series, `08 Toyota Camry and `09
Honda Accord

Features in Interior of the Automobile
Steering Wheel

Changing radio
CD selection
Volume
Optional voice control (Voice
activation button must be
pressed before each use)
Radio station selection

Audio System

Radio
‐ HD radio
‐ SIRIUS satellite radio

Climate Control

Air distribution control‐ left/
right
Temperature control
Air flow control

Interior Seating

Auto tilt and away for entry
and exit
20 way power multi control
front seat

Comfort And
Convenience

Automatic side mirror and
tilt control
Power windows

Instrument And
Controls

Speedometer
Tachometer
Trip odometer
Fuel gage
Head up display
Speed
Check control data

Stand Alone
Equipment

Sunglasses holder
Map lights
12‐volt power outlet

Safety

Park distance control
SOS emergency button
Lane departure warning
feature

Audio selection
Navigation system destination
Bluetooth compatible
telephone entry
Active cruise control system‐
Stop and go radar
measurement
Paddle shifter
‐ AM/FM
CD/MP3 player
Surround sound
Auxiliary input port (UBS/
i‐pod)
Defrost window button
Heated steering wheel
Heated seat
4 way lumbar seat
Ventilated seat
Active driver seat;
imperceptible movement of
seat for driver’s spine and
muscle
Sun visor with illuminated
mirror
Cup holder
DVD navigation system
Cruise control functions
Directional arrow from
navigation
Exterior temperature display
Tire pressure monitor
Instrument cluster/ analog
and LCD format; color,
Brightness depending on
ambient light
Interface dial (BMW i‐drive,
Honda, etc)
Moon roof‐ open/ slide/ tilt up
Door lock/ window lock
Sunshades
(Vibrating steering wheel)
Automatic dimming rear view
landside view mirrors
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of Driver
Distractions. The Role of Driver
Distraction in Traffic Crashes.
Page 4 by AAA Traffic
Foundation for Traffic Safety.

Taxonomy of Driver Distractions
Specific Distraction

Estimate (%)

Outside Person, Object Or Event
External distraction
(Nature of distraction specified in comment field)

29.4

Adjusting Radio/Cassette/CD
Manipulating audio controls, inserting tape or CD, etc.
Other Occupant
Distracted by baby
Distracted by child
Distracted by adult
Moving object in vehicle
Other Device/Object
Falling object (not food or drink)
Insect distracting
Pet distracting

11.4

10.9

4.3

2.9

Adjusting Vehicle Climate Control

2.8

Eating and/ or Drinking

1.7

Using/Dialing Cell Phone

1.5

Smoking Related

0.9

Other Distractions
Conversing with another occupant in vehicle
Reading or writing
Grooming
Unknown Distractions

25.6

8.6
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Taxonomy of Driver Distractions
According to the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety (THE ROLE
OF DRIVER DISTRACTION IN TRAFFIC CRASHES, Page 4, Prepared by
Jane C. Stutts, Ph.D. Donald W. Reinfurt, Ph.D. Loren Staplin, Ph.D. Eric A.
Rodgman, B.S. University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research
Center Chapel Hill, NC in May 2001), car crashes from 29.4% of drivers’
distractions are caused by distractions out of the car such as: people,
objects, or events out of the car.
Adjusting radio, cassette, and CD causes 11.4% of drivers’
distractions. Other occupant such as a baby, child, and/or adult causes
10.9% of drivers’ distractions. Moving objects in the vehicle produce
4.3% of the distractions. Other devices and object distractions include:
falling objects, insects and pet(s) in the car source 2.9% of the
distractions. Adjusting vehicle climate control causes 2.8% of the
distractions. Eating and/or drinking cause 1.7% of the distractions.
Using

cell

phones

make

happen

1.5%

of

the

distractions.

Smoking‐related origins, accounted for 0.9% of distractions. Conversing
with another occupant in the vehicle, reading, writing, or grooming
while driving causes 25.6% of the distractions. Unknown distractions
are 8.6%. Among features in the interior of automobiles, we can tell
audio and climate controls are major causes of drivers’ distractions
while driving. Figure 2 shows more details of drivers’ distractions.
19

Average Display Glance Times and Numbers of Glance for Some
General Automotive Tasks
For safe driving, not only distraction, but also visual load of
in‐vehicle tasks is a big issue. Ergonomics and Safety of Intelligent
Driver Interface edited by Y. Ian Noy in 1997 shows average display
glance times and numbers of glance for some general automotive
tasks. Figure 3 shows the use of blinkers takes 0.5 second and 0.63 of
glance, Reading speedometer requires 0.62 second and average 1.26
glances. Checking for the following traffic needs 0.75 second and 1.31
glances. Adjusting vents needs 0.62 second and 1.83 glances. To read
remaining fuel level requires 1.04 seconds and 1.52 glances. Turning
on a fan needs 1.10 seconds and 1.78 glances. Turning off the defrost
needs 1.14 seconds and 2.51 glances. To orient and insert a cassette
tape requires 0.80 second and 2.06 glances. Adjusting cruise control
needs 0.82 second and 5.88 glances. Adjusting power mirror needs
0.86 second and 6.64 glances and tuning radio requires 1.10 seconds
and 6.91 glances. The research demonstrated that tuning the radio,
turning on fan and turning off defrost compose the most visual load
required tasks compared to using blinkers, reading speedometer,
checking for following traffic, reading remaining fuel level and
adjusting cruise control and power mirrors.

20

Figure 3: Average Display Glance
Times and Numbers of Glance for
some General Automotive Tasks.
Michael A. Mollenhauer, Melissa
C. Hulse, Thomas A. Dingus,
Steven K. Jahns, Cher Carney,
1997. “Design Decision Aids and
Human Factors Guidelines for
ATIS Displays”, in Ergonomics
and Safety of Intelligent Driver
Interfaces, ed. Y. Ian Noy, 39

Task

Average Display

Average Number

Glance Time

of Glance

Signal vehicle is turning

0.50

0.63

Read speedometer

0.62

1.26

Check for following traffic

0.75

1.31

Adjust vent

0.62

1.83

Remaining fuel level

1.04

1.52

Turn on fan

1.10

1.78

Turn off defrost

1.14

2.51

Orient and insert a Cassette tape

0.80

2.06

Adjust cruise control

0.82

5.88

Adjust power mirror

0.86

6.64

Tune the radio

1.10

6.91

Task Classification Relative to Drive Distraction Classified Eyes
and Hands
Pickering, Carl A (“Interacting with the car” in IEE
Computing & Engineering, by Pickering, Carl A, Feb/Mar2005, Vol. 16
Issue 1, P26) states that an average glance time to control a radio is
1.2 sceond. Meanwhile, a car is going to go over 50ft at 30mph in this
time frame. According to W.W.Wirewille, (“In‐car controls and
displays” in Automotive ergonomics, 1993 P299‐320) secondary
in‐vehicle tasks are grouped by eye‐off the road time and hands‐off
the wheel time. Like this,glance time takes usually from 0.6 second to
1.6 second for secondary in‐vehicle tasks. Figure 4 explains that
eye‐off the road time takes 0.6 second to 1.6 seconds for seconday
in‐vehicle tasks and while completing secondary in‐vehicle tasks, a
21

hand could not stay on the wheel. Moreover response time to detect a
hazard on the road is delayed up to 2.9 seconds. During this time, a
driver may not be able to avoid an accident. Drivers’ eyes sould be on
the road at all times to detect a possible hazard. Moreover, while
operating the second tasks, drivers require their one free hand.
However, to respond properly to road circumstances, drivers need
two hands on the steering wheel to avoid sudden accidents and to be
able to make a sharp turn.
Figure 4. Elementary Sampling
Model of Secondary Task
Performance
“Manual Only Acheives the
Lowest Drivers’ Distractions and
Therefore the Ultimate Goal of
Guestural Interaction will be Aim
for Manual Only Task
Classification”.
“Interacting With the Car” In IEE
Computing & Engineering, By
Pickering, Carl A, Feb/Mar2005,
Vol. 16 Issue 1,P33.

W.W.Wierwille categorized the state of interaction with car
into five. It is manual only, manual primarily, visual only, visual
primarily, and visual manual. Manual only does not require any visual
reference. Examples of it are horn, directional signals lever, adjusting
electric seat position, wiper, and high and low beam control. The
corresponding controls might need initial glances until driver
become familiar with them. If drivers memorize their location and
movement of the control, then they can operate without visual
22

reference. Manual only is the ideal state of interaction while driving
because it is the least distractive. Therefore, manual only state is the
goal of my new gestural interaction while driving. Manual primarily is
the state which requires vision to find the location of control then a
hand accomplishes the goal such as turning on the radio adjusting the
volume and the seat position. Visual only requires literaly only vision
like checking weather, the dashboard, and the center console. The
state that requires vision to locate and read information is visual
primarily. An example of this is to change time, which initialy
provides on display to radio frequency and check it. The most
distractive state among in‐vehicle tasks is visual manual. This state
requires both visual and manual load. This state includes setting the
destination into navigation and finding menu in the display. Figure 5
explains task claffication relative to driver distraction. As the position
in Figure 5 goes up, hands‐off‐the wheel time is increased and as the
position goes from right to left, eyes‐off‐the‐road time is increased.
Driver distraction is increased as the position goes up from right
bottom to left top.

23

Task Classification Relative to Driver Distraction

Handsoffthewheel time

Figure 5: Task Classification to
Driver Distraction, “InCar
Controls and Displays” Wierwille,
W. W. “Visual and Manual
Demands of In Car Controls and
Displays.” In Automotive
Ergonomics. ed. By Peacock, B.
Karwowski, B. :Taylor and
Francis: 304, (1993) Image
Created by Pickering, Carl A
“Interacting with the Car” in IEE
Computing & Engineering,
Feb/Mar2005, Vol. 16 Issue
1,P33.

Eyesofftheroad time
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5. New Interaction
as a Workaround
of Current
Problem

Voice or Gesture?
From an in‐vehicle task and drivers’ distraction study, I found
that eyes on the road and hands on the steering wheel are the best
position of eyes and hands to detect hazards on the road. The biggest
distraction factors causing crashes among secondary in‐vehicle
controls are audio and climate control. Manual only state which does
not need visual load once after drivers get used to operate the
secondary task is the best state because it is the least distractive. To
satisfy this goal, there are two workarounds. Voice language and
gestural language are very spontaneous. We use these languages
without consiousness. If I use these languages on this project, then it
would be very easy and spontaneous with less cognitive and visual
load. The ways which recognize these two languages are voice
recognition system, and gestural recognition system. These two do
not need visual load in operating secondary in‐vehicle tasks. Both are
very spontaneous for drivers to learn and use since these are our
daily languages. Currently, many car makers are making adaptions
for voice control in their cars. However voice recognition interaction
has some problems in accuracy such as individual characteristics of
language, dialect and surrounding noise. In addition, it is hard to
control

analog adjustments such as fan intensity and temperature

using voice recognition features. For these problems gesture
25

recognition is better than voice recognition. I plan to study which
language control is better through human subject research in the
future make this clearer. Figure 6 shows sample images of gestures
and voice.

Figure 6: Gesture and Voice
Created By the Author

Gestures

Voice
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Gesture Recognition: Camera Based or Touch Sensor Based
Recognition System?
Gesture recognition interaction can be the last workaround
that solves problems of voice control. This interaction satisfies
reduction of both visual and cognitive load of drivers. In addition,
gesture is one aspect of our language; therefore, it would be easy for
drivers to learn. A technique for driver’s gesture recognition is
camera recognition. However, camera‐based gesture recognition has
spatial limitation. A camera requires distance to recognize driver's
gesture. In‐vehicle room of automobiles comprises a small space. This
makes it harder and more akward to install a camera, which can
accurately detect gesture recognition. The majority of drivers are
right‐handed. Therefore, it seems natural that gestures could be
performed by the right hand. A possible location for a gesture
recognition camera would be to the right side of drivers. However,
the camera could

be confused by a passenger’s gesture, as the right

side of driver could be shared with a front passenger.
Touch sensor‐based gesture recognition system is a good
solution that satisfies spatial limitation of a camera‐based system.
Touch‐based gesture recognition requires no distance from drivers.
There are two possible locations of touch pads that could recognize
movement of gestures. One is on center console and another is
steering wheel. If it is installed on the center console, then a driver
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needs a free hand to perform gestures on it. It means camera based
one does not match to “Eyes on the road and hands on the wheel.”
Therefore, the best place for the system is on the steering wheel. For
this reason if it is on the steering wheel, then drivers do not need to
take their hand off from the steering wheel. This position is best for
reacting against a forward scene such as a sharp turn while driving.
Figure 7 shows camera‐based gesture recognition. Figure 8 is an
image of a touch‐based gesture recognition.
Figure 7: Images of Video based
gesture recognition JoergRett,
Jorge Miranda Dias. Gesture
Recognition for Human Machine
Interfaces.2006.
Research Performed at the
Mobile Robotics Lab MRL Inside
the Institute of Systems and
Robotics ISR and the University
of Coimbra.
Paloma.isr.uc.pt.
http://paloma.isr.uc.pt/gesture
reco/ (Accessed August 19, 2009)
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Figure 8: TouchBased Gesture
Recognition System
Microsoft. Surface. 2007.
Cliczune.com.
http://www.cliczune.com/2007/05/micr
osoft_annou.html (Accessed August

19 ,2009)

What Kind of Touch Recognition System?
While investigating this research, I thought of the kind of
touch recognition, which could be installed on a steering wheel. I
found systems such as the pressure and twist recognition system and
surface touch recognition system such as an image in Figure 9. Two
bulged parts in circles explain two pressure points and the square
area is a touch sensor area. As examples of how to use pressure and
twist recognition system, a twist out could be climate control on
while two twists out could be climate control off, a twist in could be
air conditioner on and two twists in could be air conditioner off.
However, there is a problem with twist and pressure recognition
systems because it would be a little spot on the steering wheel. This
type of system requires a driver to have visual load to orientate
where the spot is on the wheel. It is against a principle of this study.
“Eyes on the road and hands on the wheel.” Thus, I took away this
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alternative method and decided to stick with a surface touch based
recognition system.
In a current menu based interaction, there is a problem with
depth of the menu. If the depth of menu consisted of lots of layers,
then users would not be comfortable with it. The interaction would
require a lot of cognitive load to control it. To solve this problem in
this project, I applied two touch pads on the steering wheel to lessen
the depth of layers as in Figure 10. Figure 10 illustrates two touch
pads on the steering wheel to minimize the depth of layers of
interaction. One side would be for climate controls and another
would be for audio controls. In addition, the best hands position of
drivers while driving is 10: 2 position. I moved up the location of the
touch pads on the steering wheel to a 10:2 position as seen in Figure
11.
Figure 11 shows two touch pads on 10:2 position for the
driver’s sharp turn to avoid an accident.
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Figure 9: Pressure and Twist Or
Touch Made by the Author

Recognizes
pressure and
twist

Recognizes
touch on the
surface

Figure 10:Two Touch Pads on
the Steering Wheel Made by the
Author

Figure 11:The Best Hands
Position While Driving. 10:2
Position by the Author
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6. Anatomy and
Measures of a
Thumb

Bone and Joint of the Thumb
A hand is composed with five kinds of bone as in Figure 12.
From end to wrist, there are distal phalanges, intermediate phalange,
proximal phalanges, metacarpals, and carpals. However, a thumb is
shorter than other finger because the thumb does not have
intermediate phalange. For this reason, other fingers have four joints,
with the thumb having a proximal interphalangeal joint, a
metacarpophalangeal joint, and a carpometacarpal joint.

Figure 12: Bone and Joint of the
Thumb Marina Ruiz Villarreal,
(LadyofHats); Retouches by Nyks
Edited by the Author. Main
Division in the Human Hand
20070106. Wikipedia.com
http://commons.wikimedia.org
/wiki/File:Scheme_human_hand
_bones‐en.svg (Accessed August
20, 2009)

Bone of the hand
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Nerve of the Thumb
Two nerves control the thumb. One is radial and the other is
median.
“All of the nerves that travel to the hand and fingers begin
together at the shoulder: the radial nerve, the median nerve, and the
ulnar nerve. The nerves that travel to the hand are subject to problems.
Constant bending and straightening of the wrist and fingers can lead to
irritation or pressure on the nerves within their tunnels and cause
problems such as pain, numbness, and weakness in the hand, fingers,
and thumb” (A Patient’s Guide to Hand Anatomy. Medical Multimedia
Group, LLC), Figure 13.

Figure 13: Nerves of the Hand
and the Thumb
A Patient’s Guide to Hand
Anatomy
Eorthopod.com
http://www.eorthopod.com/public/patie
nt_education/6607/wrist_anatomy.html

(Accessed August 20, 2009)
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Muscles of the Thumb
There are four muscles, which move the thumb. As you see
in Figure 14, those are: adductor pollicisbrevis, flexor pollicisbrevis,
avductor pollicis brevis, and opponens pollicis.
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"Many of the muscles that control the hand start at the
elbow or forearm. They run down the forearm and cross the wrist and
hand. Some control only the bending or straightening of the wrist. The
smallest muscles that originate in the wrist and hand are called the
intrinsic muscles. The intrinsic muscles guide the fine motions of the
fingers by getting the fingers positioned and holding them steady
during hand activities.” (A Patient’s Guide to Hand Anatomy. Medical
Multimedia Group, LLC)
Figure 14: Muscles of the Thumb
A Patient’s Guide to Hand
Anatomy
Eorthopod.com
http://www.eorthopod.com/public/patie
nt_education/6607/wrist_anatomy.html

(Accessed August 20, 2009)

Thumb Movement
There are two kinds of the thumb movement. One is palmar and
another is radial movement. Palmar movement is movement of
Metacarpo Phalangeal joint and Carpometacarpal joint is movement in
a plane perpendicular to the palm. Palmar adduction and abduction
contact is 45°. Total movement of angle is 90°.
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Figure 15: Palmar and Radial
Movement of the Thumb
Smith,Weiss &Lehmkuh. Muscle
of Human
Body.1996.Fig.621,p212
University of Oklahoman Health
Science Center
http://moon.ouhsc.edu/dthompso/NAM
ICS/musclist.htm (Accessed August

20, 2009)

Radial Movement is Adduction 45° and Abduction 80°.
The thumb's Metacarpo Phalangeal and Carpometacarpal joints
flex and extend in a plane parallel to the palm.
Figure 16: Radial Movement of
the Thumb
Alvin R Tilley. The Measure of
Man and Woman, Human
Factors in Design.1993 P 30
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The Measure of the Thumb
According to Alvin R. Tilley, Figure 17, thumb length from crotch
to end is man’s big hand 2.9”, man’s average hand 2.3”, and man’s small
hand1.9”. Big hand of woman’s length is 2.5”, average one is 2.1”, and
small one is 1.7”. Thumb length from grip point to wrist is man’s big
hand 4.3”, average 3.9”, and small 3.4”. Woman’s one is big 4.1”, average
3.6”, and small 3.1”. Man’s thickness of the thumb is big 0.93”, average
0.79”, and small 0.65”. Woman’s thickness of the thumb is big 0.753”,
average 0.66”, and small 0.57”. Width of the thumb is man’s big thumb
is 1.25”, average 0.9”; and small 0.55” and woman’s big is 0.87”, average
0.75”, and small 0.63”
Figure 17:Thumb Movement and
Measurements.
Alvin R Tilley. The Measure of
Man and Woman, Human
Factors in Design.1993 P 75
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7. Analyses of

Research Materials for Test 1

Gesture
Figure 18: Research Material 1

Figure 19: Way of Grabbing
the Research Material
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To research gestures people imagine as being for certain
functions, I created research material as in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
There are two touch pads at the ends. The touch pads were made out of
thin white fabric, which showed human subjects thumb gesture. The
length of two sides is 2.5” that is big women’s average thumb size and
the angle is 80˚, which is radial abduction angle.
On the screen, I placed dots that would help investigate the
range of thumb movements as in Figure 22. However, the dots were
confusing for human subjects. They guessed that the dots have spatial
meaning or are buttons. Thus, they kept trying to push a certain dot as a
gesture of a control. For this reason, I replaced the dots with white plain
fabric as in Figure 23.
Figure 20: Human Subject Test
11
Questionnaire and
Answer, Page 8690, Created by
the Author and Answered by
Human Subjects
Figure 21: Human Subject Test
12
Questionnaire, Answer
and Result, Page 92127, Created
by the Author and Answered by
Human Subjects

To investigate gesture I also made questionnaires. The
questionnaires are in Figure 20, P87. I put functions in boxes and left
blank boxes for their drawings of gestures that they imagine.
In Figure 21, P93P94, I added basic demographics such as name
and sex. I then questioned whether they had a driver’s licenses and how
often they drove.

After these, I inquired which side would be better

for audio controls between right and left side of the steering wheel. In
addition, I provided each function with a blank box so that the human
subjects could draw what they performed gestures to record. I
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prepared a video camera as well for documenting gestures made by the
subjects.

Figure 22: The First Screen
of Touch Pads with Dots

Figure 23: The Second Screen
of Touch Pads without Dots
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Human Subject Test 1
The following is a short protocol for my experiments: A human
subject and I sat facing each other. I then asked questions while
videotaping them. They performed gestures as I requested. After that, I
gave them a questionnaire document, Figure 21, P94123. They drew
gestures they made on the paper. While doing this test, I found two
problems. One is that the subjects could not imagine gestures properly
in front of a camera. They became nervous or in a rush to figure it out.
Another is they used up good, easy and spontaneous gestures at “Turn
the controls on and off.” Hence, they could not make good gestures for
the remaining functions. For these reasons, I replaced the document
shown in Figure 20, P86 to Figure 21, P9293 questionnaire. The
difference between is that I removed the section “System turn on and
off.” One of the human subjects suggested to me “what about using a
long tap as turn on and off like a cellular phone, which we turn on and
off pushing end button long. In addition, it was very easy to learn and
perform since most people were using cellular phones and they already
knew it and were used to it.” I agreed to this idea and decided to use it.
For their easy imagination of gestures, I changed order of testing. First,
I gave the subjects the paper to let them have enough time to imagine
the gestures for the controls and to let them fill the blanks of functions.
Figure 24: Video of Human
Subject Test 1, Page 192

I then videotaped their performances: Figure 24, P192. After that they
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were well‐prepared for the test and made more various gestures.
However, they could not carry out from defrost to air from underneath.
Regardless their ability, I forced them to do anything, and then five to
ten human subjects just tapped once or twice and different length of
time for the last functions. A few subjects proposed a tap top on the
gesture surface is ‘defrost’, a tap on the middle is ‘air from dash board’
and a tap on the bottom is ‘air from underneath’. However, this
suggestion requires drivers’ visual load to orientate top, middle, and
bottom. It does not match the goal of this project; “Eyes on the road and
hands on the wheel.” The results between the first human subject
research of paper and video were almost same. In spite of this similar
result, on the answers of drawing papers, there were two taps or long
taps but I could not discern differences among a tap, two taps and a
long tap from their video since most human subjects repeated all
gestures twice or three times in irregular span at my questions in front
of a video camera.
Nineteen human subjects were tested. Nine males and six
females were asked demographic questions. Everyone had driver’s
license. They were young college students, with the exception of one
person. Fourteen people chose right side as audio control. A human
subject answered, “I do not care” concerned with preference of right or
left side of audio controls. Over half of human subjects answered same
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gestures at each function, with the exception of controls for fan
intensity and airflows. In drawing research, eleven human subjects out
of nineteen human subjects gestured thumb up and down for volume
up and down. Nine of them did thumb right and left for change station
to higher and lower station. Eleven people performed a tap for mute.
Nine people drew a tap for pause Mp3 player and eleven people
answered a tap for play. Even though these three functions shared the
same gesture, it was fine because radio and Mp3 player are different
features and play and pause are opposite functions such as sharing play
and pause in same spot on YouTube player. Twelve people gestured
thumb right and left for forward to next and previous song. Ten human
subjects did thumb up and down for temperature up and down, and six
of them did thumb right and left for fan intensity up and down. The
most common answers of the last three functions; defrost, air from
dashboard and air from underneath were a tap or a tap that has special
meaning such as top, center or bottom. In the research of their actual
gestures videotaped, ten human subjects out of nineteen human
subjects gestured thumb up and down for volume up and down. Six of
them did thumb right and left for change station to higher and lower
station. However, five answers have directional meaning from right to
left for changing radio station to higher station and left to right for
changing station to lower station. Twelve people performed a tap for
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mute. Sixteen people drew a tap for pause Mp3 player and fourteen
people answered a tap for play. Eleven people gestured thumb right
from left for forward to next and thirteen human subjects moved their
thumbs from right to left for previous song. Ten human subjects did
thumb up and down for temperature up and down, and four of them did
thumb right and left for fan intensity up and down. Four other human
subjects gestured thumb up and down for fan intensity up and down,
Even though different functions cannot share the same gesture, thumb
up and down score tie top of fan intensity up and down. Thus, I decided
to apply thumb up and down is for temperature controls and thumb
right and left for fan intensity controls because ten people gestured
thumb up and down for temperature controls but four people used
thumb up and down for fan intensity controls. Nine human subjects
tapped for defrost and two other people used a tap that has spatial
meaning. Three human subjects tapped for air form dashboard and two
others used a tap that has spatial meaning like top and bottom. For air
from underneath, three human subjects used a tap of the bottom of a
touch pad; one another taped the bottom left of the touch pad; and one
the other just tapped once. Since the answers of the three functions are
same, it is unavailable for users to distinguish and recognize each other.
For this reason, I came up with this idea; a tap is for defrost, two taps
are for air form dashboard and three taps are for air from underneath.
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For gesture of shift Mp3 player to radio and radio to Mp3 player, I
created a tap of index finger on the back of a touch pad.
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Research Materials for Test 2
Figure 25: Research Material 2,
Created by the Author

Figure 26: A Technical Drawing
of Research Material 2, Created
by the Author
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2.7”

80

For second test, I made a new test material. The differences of
between the first and the second one were the size of touch spaces and
a closed circle shape of the wheel. Ph.D. Rantanen, one of my committee
members, suggested that I make the touch pads bigger because the little
touch pads confined the human subjects’ free gestures. I made a new
research material with larger touch pads. The length of new one was
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2.7”; that is an average length of long male thumb. The width came from
a thumb movement of adduction angle 45° and abduction angle 80°.
The first human subjects were young college students. For this
narrow age group, at the second time, I researched an elder group to
investigate various results. I went to a home‐schooling place with help
of my graduate advisor, Professor David Morgan and researched human
subjects. They were home‐schooling parents in Pittsford, NY. They were
fourteen people; five males and nine females. Their ages were one
twenties, two thirties, seven forties, and five fifties.
In addition, I made a new questionnaire for this second test:
Figure 27: Human Subject Test
21
Questionnaire and
Answer, Page 128131, Created
by the Author and Answered by
Human Subjects

reference Figure 27, P128P131. I deleted space for name for human
subjects’ privacy. Similar to human subject test 1‐2, I asked their
genders, if they had driver’s license, how often they drive and which
side they would be prefer for audio control between right and left side. I
added age section and questions about which do they prefer between
gestural command and voice command. The question is “5a. If you
could control the directional blinkers with your voice, would you say,
“Blinker left or blinker right” for blinker controls or just use the
conventional

control behind the steering wheel while driving?

Conventional control ______, Voice control ______
5b. If you could control the wipers with your voice, would you
say, “Wipers, faster wipers and the fastest wipers” for wiper controls or
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just use the conventional

control behind the steering wheel while

driving?
Conventional control ______, Voice control ______”. As examples of
gesture commands, I used blinker and wiper controls. These controls
are gestures rather than operation of button and in manual only state,
the ideal state of automobile interaction. The gesture drawing section
was changed, also. I removed boxes between functions since the boxes
could constrain human subjects’ free drawing of gesture. To investigate
Figure 28: Human Subject Test
22
Questionnaire, Answer,
and Result, Page 177191,
Created by the Author and
Answered by Human Subjects

how good, easy, and spontaneous the gestures; a long tap as turn on
and off and one tap, two tap and three tap for air flow, I made
questionnaires, Figure 28, P178 which could rate range from one to five.
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Human Subject Test 2
With the exception of research material and questionnaires, the
process of testing human subjects was the same as the first test. They
first received questionnaires to imagine gestures in enough time then
started to perform gestures facing me in front of a video camera in the
order they were ready. I spoke certain functions to them and they made
gestures.
Even though fourteen people took part in the test, one human
only answered the questionnaire and was not videotaped. When I
tested the first human subject group, it took place at my desk in my
studio. In the second research, I went to other place, home schooling
place. They were also busy. For these reasons, I could not control the
second group as well as the first group. While testing them, I faced
undesirable and unexpected problems. I made the second test material,
Figure 25, for free performance of gestures. However, the large surfaces
confused the human subjects; they thought a big surface had spatial
meaning. Some of them tried to push or touch a certain point such as
pushing imaginary buttons in the pad instead of making gestures. I
assume the reason why they kept trying to push buttons was that they
had not been exposed digital devices and environment as much as the
first group. They could not carry out gestures as commands. They were
accustomed to controlling a device with button for their whole life. For
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this reason constrained their imagination another method of
interaction even though I taught them carefully the purpose of this
study and how to perform.
The result of this test is as shown in Figure 27, P174P176. Every
human subject has driver’s licenses and drives everyday except a driver
who drives several times a week. Fourteen people chose a conventional
blinker over voice command. Eight people preferred a conventional
wiper control and six preferred voice control. I don’t know why six
people chose it. From this result I realized the human preferred gesture
to voice as a control of a simple and repeated function. Eleven people
selected right side for audio controls, two people selected left side, one
person answered he does not care and a person did not answer.
Gestures that the largest number of the second group performed
reached into same result with the first group both the video and paper
result. On average, over a half of human subjects performed the same
gestures as the first group, but with air flows. Similar to the first test,
the answers of air flows were most scattered comparing to other
Figure 29: Video of Human
Subject Test 1, Page 192

functions. In video; reference Figure 29, P192, nine people out of
thirteen made a tap for defrost; three people performed a tap for air
from dashboard and air from underneath. In the paper, five people out
of twelve did a tap for defrost; three people did a tap out of twelve
people. From these tests, I found for the functions, most humans
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imagine same gestures. It meant the commonly imagined and
performed gesture could be the easiest and the most spontaneous. Still,
a majority of human had difficulty in imagining and playing with
common gesture for airflows. A long tap as system turn on and off was
rated 4.167, ranging from one to five, with one being very difficult and
five being very easy, reference Figure 28. The gestures; a tap for defrost,
two tap for air from dashboard and three tap for air from underneath
were rated 3.167 ranging from one to five; one is the very difficult and
five is very easy. Thus, a long tap is a good gestural command for turn
on and off, but the taps for airflow are just fair; not easy, but also not
difficult.

Different and Common Points Between Test 1 and 2
While testing human subjects, I found some meaningful
differences by group like Figure 30. As I stated, the first group was
consisted of young college students in age twenties. Comparing to the
first group, the second group was older adult. The first group was
accustomed to digital devices and YouTube videos; especially the touch
pads and were very good at making various gestures on touch pad. The
gestures of the second group were less various and even more because
of the large touch pads; some of them tried push imaginary buttons in
their minds. Both groups could not imagine very well common gestures
for airflows.
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Figure30:Different and
Common Points Between Test 1
and2, Created by the Author

1st Test
(Video)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

1st Test
(Drawing)

2nd Test
(Video)

Young college students
Accustomed to current digital
gazette and YouTube video
Thumb pads which have thumb
length sized and 80° adduction
angle
Good understanding about
gestures
Performed more various
gestures than the second test
group
Could not imagine defrost, air
from dashboard and air from
underneath. Forced them to
perform any gestures.

•
•

•

•

A lot of
spatial taps
More
scattered
answers.

•
•

A lot of spatial
taps
Less various
gestures
Some of them
drew literally
drawing.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

2nd Test
(Drawing)

Older adult group
Not accustomed to current digital
gazette and YouTube video
Oversized thumb pads not to confine
gestures
Big surface is not good for this
gestural interaction.
Could not well understand gestural
interaction.
Tried to push like buttons
Oversized thumb pads lead to
misconception that the big surface has
spatial meaning. Tried to push or tap
different location like a button.
Could not imagine defrost, air from
dashboard and air form underneath
like the first test group.
Less various
gestures
A lot of
spatial taps

•
•
•

More scattered
answers.
Some of them drew
literally drawing.
Less spatial taps

The Most Common, Spontaneous Gestural Language Boiled Down
Through Human Subject Test 1 and 2
The result of gesture study is in Figure 30. Every gesture is same
with the gesture, which most commonly imagined by human subjects
except gestures for airflows. Left side control is for climate control.
Gestures for a climate system on and off are long taps. Temperature up
and down are thumb up and down. Fan intensity weaker and stronger
are moving thumb left and right. Defrost, air from dashboard and air
form underneath are a tap and are circulated by written order. The
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gestures for airflows were changed from a tap for defrost, two taps for
air from dashboard and three taps for air from underneath. It was
supposed that a tap is for defrost, two taps are for air from dashboard
and three taps are for air from underneath. However, Professor W.
Michelle Harris, one of my committee members suggested that
interaction needs consistency for user. Switching play and stop and
pause is a tap on right side for audio control. Therefore if changing
airflow: From defrost to air from dashboard, from air from dashboard
to air from underneath and from air from underneath to defrost was a
tap it would be better for user’s spontaneous interaction. I also agreed
to this idea, circulating a tap from defrost to air from underneath. Right
side is for audio control. Like climate system on and off, audio system
on and off are a long taps. Volume up and down are moving thumb up
and down. Changing radio station to next station and previous station
are moving thumb right and left. Converting from radio to Mp3 player
or from Mp3 player to radio is a tap of index finger on the backside of
right touch pad.
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Figure 31: Gestural Language
for InVehicle Interaction,
Created by the Author
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An Animation for Easy Understanding of Gestural Interaction of
In‐Vehicle Tasks: Audio and Climate Controls
Figure 32: Animation, Gestural
Interaction of InVehicle Tasks:
Audio and Climate Controls,
Created by the Author, Page
192

Figure 32, an animation, ‘Gestural Interaction of In‐Vehicle Tasks:
Audio and Climate controls’ presents well how to operate these
controls while driving. This is a scenario of the animation. A man is
driving in a hot car. He is sweating and frowning because of the hot
temperature in the car. He turns on the climate system, tapping the left
touch pad for a while. Feedback of climate control displays on the
window shield in front of the driver. He then adjusts temperature
moving left thumb down. He sets airflows to defrost taping once the left
touch pad. An icon shows airflow: defrost displays on the window
shield. He smiles. The sweat disappears. However, the bangs on his
forehead are blowing too much. He moves his left thumb to left to
lessen the fan intensity and taps to change the direction of airflows. At
the same time as his thumb movement, the state of climate control
displays on the window shield with “ting” sound. His hair stops moving.
He smiles again. His car is passing rural area. He becomes bored and
yawns. As he taps his right thumb on it for a while, loud radio sound
roars. He thumbs down to tune volume down. The sound becomes
smaller. To change radio station, he moves his thumb from right to left.
As his thumb moved, radio sounds are changed. He frowns again. As his
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right index finger taps on the back of touch pad, radio is converted to
his Mp3 player. He moves the thumb to left to search the music he
prefers. As he taps on it, the music stops. He taps again to play music
again. The driver moves the thumb to find a music moving it left and
right. He finally finds out the music he wants and then smiles. His car is
disappeared over a bridge.
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8. Feedback

Through the study of new interaction and human subject tests, I
achieved good method of input. In spite of this, it is not interaction
without feedback. In audio control, it does not require another specific
feedback because its sound itself could be good feedback. A problem is
feedback of climate control. You can feel the change of temperature and
intensity and direction of air. However, it takes time to feel the
differences and is not as clear as audio control. For this reason, climate
control needs another feedback except itself. Audio and visual way
would be the clearest modes since eyes and ears are the one of the most
sensitive organs in our body. According to Tor Norretranders, from his
book, “The User Illusion”, “In every second, taste buds send over 1000 bits
to the brain, ears send over 100,000 bits to the brain, olfactory receptors
send over 100,000 bits to the brain, skin’s nerve endings (heat, cold, pain,
itch, pressure) send over 1 million bits to the brain and eye rods (light
intensity) & cones (details, color) send over 10 million bits to the brain.”
Sound requires no visual load therefore a driver easily recognizes and
keeps paying attention to driving. Visual feedback needs driver’s visual
load while driving. A driver’s eyes always have to look out the road.
Since this matter, I decided to adopt BMW’s Head‐Up Display that uses
a projector and mirrors positioned behind the dashboard to produce an
optical effect, making a virtual image appear just above the bonnet as
Figure 32 and 33. In conclusion, as feedbacks of climate controls, virtual
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images will appear on the window shield and at the same time
supportive sound effect will be carried out as in Figure 32. Figure 33 is
an image that depicts feedback of airflows projected on the window
shield.
Figure 33: BMW’s HeadUp
Display,
http://www.bmw.es/es/es/insi
ghts/technology/innovation_lo
unge/allfacts/phase_3/_shared
/img/head_up_display.jpg
( Accessed Oct 5,`2009)

Figure 34: HeadUp Display
Image for Climate Control,
Created by the Author
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9. Design

Design Approach and Application

Approach and
Application

I designed my gestural interaction device in the context of an
interior of futuristic concept car in an auto show as in the picture
below.

Figure 35: Interior Image of
Nissan Nuvu in Paris Motor
Show, 2008. Color Edited by the
Author

My design idea started from a normal wheel, which has a touch,
then changed similar to the picture below, which has two pressure
point and eventually developed similar to the last one, which has to two
touch pads in 10:2 position: reference Figure 35. After anatomy and
measures of a thumb study, I ergonomically designed shape of a touch
pad that looks similar to a piece of pie; the length is 2.3” that is an
average thumb length of male and 80°, an abduction angle of thumb
movement as in Figure 38. It was placed on both sides; right and left.
The two touch pads on the wheel looked like surrounding and
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wrapping the wheel. I took this design idea wrapping the wheel as my
design concept. This concept was constantly developed. The first idea
had two spokes on wheel, which started from the pads. To differentiate
my design from others, I decided to go on one spoke design instead of
the two‐spoke design as in Figure 36.
This design started from full circle, however after attaching two
touch pads on the wheel, the pads distracted a driver from reading
information of the dashboard. For this reason, I stretched the width of
the wheel one inch more. On the basis of my final idea sketch I drew
technical drawing; reference Figure 37 and made a three‐dimensional
computer model; reference Figure 38. After finishing computer
modeling and rendering, I created a mock‐up with three‐dimensional
printer; reference Figure 401 and 402. Figure 393 and 392 show
images of the new interaction in automobiles.
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Figure 36: Early Design
Iterations of Form, Created by
Author.
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Figure 37: Idea Sketch, Created
By Author.
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Figure 38: Technical Drawing,
Created By Author
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Figure 39:3D Computer
Modeling and Rendering,
Created by the Author
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Figure 401: Image in Interior
of Automobile – Dashboard
Image from Nissan Quanza in
Geneva Motor Show in
2009.Image Edited by the
Author

Figure 402: Image in Interior
of Automobile – Interior Image
from Hyundai Nuvis in New
York Auto Show in 2009. Image
Edited by the Author
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Figure 411:MockUp Image

Figure 412:MockUp Image
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10. Comparison

I researched the number of buttons on the wheel of an
automobile along with their function to compare it to my new gestural
interaction. Eight kinds of fully‐loaded vehicles were investigated.
Three cars were the most luxury sedans: BMW 7 series, Mercedes Benz
S Class, and Audi 8. The reasons for choosing these luxury sedans were
that they had the most cutting‐edge technology and most fully loaded.
Two were the most popular American family sedans: Toyota Camry and
Honda Accord. One was the popular compact car, Honda Civic. Forde F
series truck, the best selling American truck and another was the GMC
Yukon. The GMC Yukon was chosen since its interior was shared with
the GMC trucks and the Chevrolet SUVs and Trucks. These trucks and
SUVs were also most popular in America. I counted buttons separately
even it is in a form. For example, Honda Accord had a volume up and
down button in a form. However, I counted it as two buttons because
there were two button contacts underneath of the form. It also
prevented from confusing the count since GMC Yukon also has volume
up and down buttons but separately and stand‐alone.
In my study, among eight automobiles five cars had cruise and
audio control on the steering wheel, with the exception of three cars.
Mercedes Benz S class, Audi A8 Series, and the Toyota Camry did not
have cruise control buttons on the steering wheels. Cruise control
buttons were located out of and behind the steering wheel like blinker
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controls. In the Audi A8, the radio and media controls were separated;
they were located on both sides of the wheel. Instead of cruise controls,
climate controls were located where usually cruise controls were on
the steering wheel in Toyota Camry. Mercedes Benz S Class had four
way keys and an OK button for its trip computer on the left side of the
wheel rather than cruise control. It was operated by a menu tree
containing buttons. Therefore, its functions were various rather than
just five buttons. To operate this computer, a driver needs a lot of visual
and cognitive load while driving. When I interviewed a Mercedes dealer,
he told me most drivers do not understand functions of the trip
computer and cannot operate well.
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BMW 7 Series
Figure 421: Interior Image of
BMW 7 Series

Figure 422: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel In BMW 7Series

Left: 5 buttons and functions

Right: 8 buttons and functions

5 Cruise control buttons; Set, Resume,

5 Audio buttons; Volume plus and

On and Off, Speed Plus and Minus

minus buttons, Mode, Channel scroll
up, down and push.
1 cell phone button
1 voice command button

Total 13 buttons and functions

As you see Figure 421, 422, BMW 7 Series have five buttons and
functions on left side of the wheel and eight buttons and functions on
right side. In total, there are thirteen buttons and functions on the
steering wheel. On the left side, there are five cruise control button; set,
resume, on and off and speed plus and minus. On the right side, there
are five audio button; Volume plus and minus, Mode, Channel scroll up,
down and push, one cellular phone button and one voice command
button.
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Mercedes Benz S Class
Figure 431: Interior Image of
Mercedes Benz S Class

Figure 432: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Mercedes Benz S Class

Left: 6 buttons and about 18 functions

Right: 6 buttons and functions

4 way keys and OK button (Trip

Volume plus and minus buttons

computer control)

Cell phone call and end buttons

A back button

A mute button
A voice control button

Total 12 buttons and about 24 functions

As Figure 431, 432, Mercedes Benz S Class have six buttons and
eighteen functions on left side of the wheel; four ways an OK and a back
button and six buttons and functions on right side; a voice control, a
volume up, a volume down and a mute button. The left side buttons are
for manipulate its trip‐computer. The computer has around twelve
functions. In total, there are eleven buttons and thirteen functions on
the steering wheel.
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Audi A8
Figure 441: Interior Image of
Audi A8

Figure 442: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Audi A8

Left: 3 buttons and functions

Right: 3 buttons and functions

A mode button

A voice command button

Channel Up and Down buttons

Volume up and down buttons

Total 6 buttons and functions

As you see Figure 441, 442, Audi A8 has three buttons and functions
on left side of the wheel; a mode and a channel up and a channel down
button and three buttons and functions on right side; a voice command
and volume up and down button. In total, there are six buttons and
functions on the steering wheel. This car has cruise control buttons,
which are located on the left back portion of the steering wheel.
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GMC Yukon
Figure 451: Interior Image of
GMC Yukon

Figure 452: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in GMC Yukon

Left: 4 buttons and 6 functions

Right: 7 buttons and functions

4 cruise control buttons: A coast button,

6 audio buttons and a voice command

a cruise control on button, a resume

button:

and plus button and a set and minus

Volume up and down buttons Channel

button

up and down buttons
A source (mode) button
A play and pause button
A voice command button

Total 11 buttons and 13 functions

Such Figure 451, 452, GMC Yukon has four buttons and six
functions on left side of the wheel. It also has a coast, a cruise control on,
a resume, a plus, a minus, and a set button along with seven buttons on
right side. In addition there are a voice command, volume up and down,
channel up and down, a source (mode), as well as a play and a pause
button. In total, there are eleven buttons and thirteen functions on the
steering wheel.
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Ford F Series
Figure 461 : Interior Image of
Ford F Series

Figure 462: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Ford F Series

Left: 5 buttons and 5 functions

Right: 7 buttons and functions

5 cruise control buttons

6 audio buttons, a cell phone button

A resume button

and voice command button

Set plus and minus buttons

Volume up and down buttons Channel

On and Off buttons

up and down buttons
A media (mode) button
A cell phone button
A voice command button

Total 12 buttons and 12 functions

In Figure 461, 462, Ford F‐Series have five buttons and seven
functions on left side of the wheel; a resume, a set plus, a minus an on
and an off button and seven buttons and on right side; a voice command,
volume up and down, channel up and down, a media (mode), a play and
a cellular phone button. In total, there are twelve buttons and functions
on the steering wheel.
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Honda Accord
Figure 471: Interior Image of
Honda Accord

Figure 472: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Honda Accord

Left: 9 buttons and functions

Right: 4 buttons and 6 function

A mode button

4 Cruise control buttons:

Volume Up and Down buttons

A cruise control on button

Channel Up and Down buttons

A cancel button

Start and end of call buttons

A resume and accelerate button

A voice command button

A set and decelerate button

A Back (GPS) button
Total 13 buttons and 15 functions

In Figure 471, 472, Honda Accord has nine buttons and
functions on left side of the wheel. In addition, it has a voice command,
a volume up, a volume down, a channel up, a channel down, a cellular
phone on, a cellular phone off, and a back (GPS) button. On the right
side it has a cruise control on, a cancel, a resume, an accelerate, a
resume and a decelerate button. In total, there are thirteen buttons and
fifteen functions on the steering wheel.
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Honda Civic
Figure 481: Interior Image of
Honda Civic

Figure 482: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Honda Civic

Left: 9 buttons and functions

Right: 4 buttons and 6 function

A mode button

4 Cruise control buttons:

Volume Up and Down buttons

A cruise control on button

Channel Up and Down buttons

A cancel button

Start and end of call buttons

A resume and accelerate button

A voice command button

A set and decelerate button

A Back (GPS) button
Total 13 buttons and 15 functions

In Figure 481, 482, Honda Civic has nine buttons and functions
on left side of the wheel. It also has a voice command, a volume up, a
volume down, a channel up and a channel down, a cellular phone on, a
cellular phone off, and a back (GPS) button. On the right side, it has a
cruise control on, a cancel, a resume, an accelerate, a resume and a
decelerate button. In total, there are thirteen buttons and fifteen
functions on the steering wheel.
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Toyota Camry
Figure 491: Interior Image of
Toyota Camry

Figure 492: Buttons and
Functions on the Steering
Wheel in Toyota Camry

Left: 7 buttons and functions

Right: 6 buttons and 6 function

A mode button

Temperature up and down buttons

Volume Up and Down buttons

A climate off button

Channel Up and Down buttons

An auto temperature button

Start and end of call buttons

A voice command button
A multi informational display button

Total 13 buttons and 13 functions

In Figure 491, 492, Toyota Camry has seven buttons and
functions on left side of the wheel. In addition, it has a volume up, a
volume down, a start cellular phone, an end cellular phone, a mode
button, and functions. On the right side, it has a temperature up, a
temperature down, a climate off, an auto temperature, a voice
command, and an multi informational display button. In total, there are
thirteen buttons and functions on the steering wheel.
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New Interaction
Figure 50: Image of New
Interaction

Figure 51: Average Number of
Buttons and Functions on the
Steering Wheel

Automobile

Number of button

Number of function

BMW 7 series

13

13

Mercedes Benz S class

12

24

Audi A8

6

6

GMC Yukon

11

13

Ford F series

12

12

Honda Accord

13

15

Honda Civic

13

15

Toyota Camry

13

13

11.62

13.86

Average
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On the steering wheel, most automobiles have average 11.62
buttons and 13.86 functions. In my new interaction, as seen above,
there are no buttons. There are, however, 19 functions causing
distraction to most drivers as seen in Figure 32. Since there are no
buttons, drivers are free of finding grouped and small buttons. More
buttons are more distracting and less buttons less distracting.
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11. Conclusion

Audio and climate controls cause the most drivers’ distractions
among the secondary in‐vehicle tasks. Drivers’ distractions hurt safe
drive and are major reasons of car crashes. To solve this problem, I
applied these two most distractive controls on my interaction.
If automobile interactions are as easy as our daily language, then
it would be very easy for drivers to operate in‐vehicle tasks. We have
two kinds of language; one is voice language and the other is gesture
language. In my human subject Test 2, users preferred gestural
language to voice when the order is repeated and simple. I selected
gestural language for my new interaction.‐
In recognition methods of gestures, there are two possible ways.
One is camera based gesture recognition and the other is touch
sensor‐based gesture recognition. However, camera‐based ones have
problems. It requires certain distance to videotape gestures. Most
drivers are right hand driver. Thus, the location where gestures
performed is right side of driver. The location may be shared with the
passenger. Therefore, the camera could have problems to recognize
drivers’ gestures. The worst point is that drivers need a free hand to
make gestures. However, the best hands position while driving is on the
wheel. For these reasons, I took touch sensor‐based gesture recognition.
The best point of this is that it may be installed on the wheel. It means
the touch sensor does not need to be away from drivers’ hands and
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drivers do not need any free hand to control it. I installed two touch
pads on the left and right side of the wheel to minimize depth of layer of
menu. A human has two hands as well.
The size and shape of a touch pad is 80° of arc and 2.3” long that
is an average thumb length of male and, an abduction angle of thumb
movement. I left 0.2” of margin around it for manufacture (Figure 38).
I interviewed and studied thirty‐one human subjects in two
groups. One was young college student group and the other was old
adult group. I asked them to imagine which gesture is good for a certain
control. The most preferred gestures were same in the both group. The
Figure 32 shows the result of the human subject research.
In feedbacks, audio controls do not have a big problem because
sound itself is good feedback. As drivers operate audio controls, its
sound interacts with users at once. However, climate control is different.
It takes time for drivers to feel the change after operation. Therefore, I
used sound effect (figure xx Animation) and head up display (Figure 33
and Figure 34). Drivers are able to keep staying their eyes on the road.
“Eyes on the road and hands on the wheel” is the best drivers’
eyes and hands position. Automobile interaction must satisfy this for
safe drive. “Manual only sate” is the best state of automobile interaction
state. This requires the least visual and cognitive load like control of
wipers and blinkers. This new interaction satisfies all the requirements
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stated above. Therefore, drivers can drive less distractively and more
safely. If drivers use this new gestural interaction, then their eyes can
focus on the road and their hands can keep staying on the wheel. They
do not need to eye off from the road and hand off on the wheel to
operate these two most distractive controls.
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Figure 20: Human Subject Test 1‐1 Questionnaire and Answer
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Figure 21: Human Subject Test 1‐2 Questionnaire, Answer and
Result
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This is research for studying gestural interaction for secondary in‐vehicle tasks.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Name

Male

Do you have driver’s license?
Yes / No
How often do you drive?
a) Almost every day b) Several times a week

/ Female

c) Few times a year

Climate control and audio control will be separated by right and left side like the
picture above.
Which side you be better for audio control?
R/L
Please imagine and perform the thumb gesture which you think could be the in‐put
for the following functions.
If a gesture is performed once, it cannot be used twice. However it is ok to share
gestures between audio control and climate control.
You can imagine icons and operations of audio and climate controls in you car
before start this.
If you have any question, ask Chongyoon.
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Please imagine and perform the thumb gesture which you think could be the in‐put for the
following functions. If a gesture is performed once, it cannot be used twice. However it is ok to
share gestures between audio control and climate control. You can imagine icons and operations
of audio and climate controls in your car before start this. If you have any question, ask
Chongyoon.
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1. Human subjects’ ratio of sex
Male: 9 Female: 6 Did not be asked: 4
2. 15 human subjects have driver’s License.
Did not be asked: 4
3. 13 human subjects drive almost every day.
1 human subject drives several times a week.
1 human subject drives few times a year
Did not be asked: 4
4. Drawing: 14 people preferred right side and 1 person preferred left side
for audio control. Did not be asked: 4
Video: 15 people preferred right side and 4 person preferred left side
for audio control.
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Figure 27: Human Subject Test 2‐1 Questionnaire, Answer and
Result
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This is research for studying thumb gestural interaction for secondary in‐vehicle tasks: audio
controls and climate controls.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
1. Number _______________

2. Please
10’s______

Male

_______ / Female

in your age.
20’s ______ 30’s______

3. Do you have driver’s license?
4. How often do you drive?
a) Everyday

40’s______

_________

50’s ______

60’s______ Over 70’s______

Yes / No

b) Several times a week

c) Few times a year

5‐a. If you could control the directional blinkers with your voice, would you say, “Blinker left or blinker
right” for blinker controls or just use the conventional
control behind the steering wheel while
driving?
Conventional control ______
Voice control ______
5‐b. If you could control the wipers with your voice, would you say , “wipers, faster wipers and the
fastest wipers” for wiper controls or just use the conventional
control behind the steering
wheel while driving?
Conventional control ______
Voice control ______

Climate control and Audio control will be separated by right and left side like the picture above.
7. Which side would be better for audio control?

R/L

Please imagine and perform the thumb gesture which you think could be the in‐put for the following
functions.
* You can imagine icons and operations of audio and climate controls in you car before start this.
* Please do not share gestures between `Volume up, down and radio control,’ `Volume up, down and
Mp3 player’ and among climate controls.
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Please draw gestures which you performed.

ex)

or ETC

Auido system

Audio system on

Volume Up

Volume Down

Radio
Change Station to Next Station

Change Station to Previous Station

Mute

Mp3 Player
Forward to Next Song

Reverse to Previous Song
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Mp3 Player
Play

Pause

Climate Control
Temperature Up

Temperature Down

Fan Intensity Stronger

Defrost

Air from Dashboard

Fan Intensity Weaker

Air from Underneath
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134

135
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138

139

140

141

142

143
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1. Human subjects’ ratio of sex: male 5 / Female 9
2. Human subjects’ age
10’s: 0 20’s: 1 30’s: 2 40’s: 7 50’s: 4 60’s: 0 Over 70’s: 0
3. Every human subject has driver’s License.
4. 13 human subject has driver’s license.
5‐a. If you could control the directional blinkers with voice, would
say, “Blinker left or blinker right” for blinker controls or just use the
conventional control behind the steering wheel while driving?
Conventional control: 14 Voice control: 0
5‐b. If you could control the wipers with your voice, would you say,
“Wipers, faster wipers and the fastest wipers” for wiper controls or just
use the conventional control behind the steering wheel while driving?
Conventional control: 8 Voice control: 6
6. 11 people preferred right side, 2 people preferred
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Figure 28: Human Subject Test 2‐2 Questionnaire, Answer and
Result
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Figure 24: Video of Human Subject Test 1
Figure 28: Video of Human Subject Test 2
Figure 32: Animation
Gestural Interaction of In‐Vehicle Tasks: Audio and
Climate controls
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